
Intermediate Obedience Homework Preparation for Week 2  

  

You have made it through Adolescent-Adult Basic Manners and now have a 

wonderful foundation of obedience behaviors! It is now time to work on taking 

these skills to the next level!   

Here are some things to practice this week. Remember that small and frequent 

intervals of training work best. You should make your training conducive to your 

busy schedule by practicing real life training; ask your dog to do something for 

every single real-life reward (i.e. all meals, putting the leash on, taking the leash 

off, enter/exit through doors, toys, affection, free time, etc.)  

Down Stay  

1. If you haven't already done so, continue working up to a 30-60 second 

down/stay where you can bend over and stand up straight several times 

without your dog breaking.  

If you have reached the first goal, begin to add distance. Walk backwards in a 

straight line 2ft, 4ft, 6 ft. Don't set your dog up for failure by moving too fast! Set 

small goals and keep it fun for your dog. Don't forget to mark the moments, 

constantly communicate when they are doing it right, and begin utilizing your 

release command (free!) with all your commands.  

3x in 5-minute increments every day  

2. Practice weaning off the lure (body language) for the down command 

and using the word only.  

Be patient and let your dog problem solve! Try taking a baby step backwards 

and luring only half way down. 3x in 5-minute increments every day  

a) 1-2 minute down-stay where you can stand up straight and bend down 

multiple times;  

b) Add distance by taking a few steps back (straight in front of the dog). 

Drop the leash. Success?  

Walk 6ft back, then back to your dog and treat, walk 6ft back again, and then 

walk back to your dog to release (FREE) 8ft? 10ft?  

c) Begin Right and left pivots and then a fluid half circle (Set your dog up for 

success and do not move too quickly!)  



d) Practice these Down-stay exercises inside & outside during your walk w/ 

minimal distractions.  

Loose Leash Walking  

2. Refer to the "Loose Leash Walking" Blueprint and try to practice structure time 

with “free time” sessions in the interim.   

Place  

Read the Place article from the Behavior Blueprints.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 



Intermediate Obedience Homework Preparation for Week 3  

  

Things to think about during daily interactions with your pooch:  

• 5:1 ratio  

• Intermittent treating   

• Real life rewards  

• Constant feedback  

• Calm persistence  

• Mark the moments  

• Accidental reinforcement of jumping up on people and/or pulling on leash  

• Concentrate on YES and stop saying NO!  

Down Stay  

Work on “changing the picture” and rewarding for small successes.   

a) Right and left pivot  

b) Half circle  

c) Whole circle  

d) Distance  

e) Distraction  

Recall   

Call your dog to you at random times, at different distances, and with mild 

distractions. Turn it into a fun game. Make sure coming to you does not mean 

that the fun is over. Don't be a drag or a nag! The ugly face and ugly voice will 

not work! Be sure your hands are empty when you call your dog to you. Throw a 

3 second party after your dog finds your feet and sits, and then give the jackpot 

(3 treats in a row) before releasing (free).   

Loose Leash Walking  

Exercises: (See the Blueprint if you are unsure about any of these!)  

• Practice following (We will attempt the walking course with the leash dragging 

on the final week.)  



• About turns  

• Red light/Green Light  

• 2 step-sit-2-step-sit  

Place  

Read Place article from the Behavior Blueprints.   

First, get your dog familiar and comfortable with getting on the bed itself. Gently 

guide him onto the place bed and reward and praise him when he has all four 

feet on the bed. Make it great fun to get on his place bed. If he needs extra 

help at first, throw treats on the bed or even sit on the bed with him. Once he 

has been rewarded, release him off the place with your release command.  

Repeat this step until he is familiar with the place command and the place bed.  

Once your dog is comfortable with the place bed, start to show him the 

boundaries. With your body close, facing him, and acting as a physical barrier, 

walk slowly around the place bed. Reward and praise him when he stays on his 

place. Then “free” (release) him off the bed and repeat. If he should get off 

before receiving the release command, mark the moment immediately with a 

“uh-uh” and then quickly guide him back onto the bed with his leash.   

Remember to constantly communicate to him when he is doing it right.  

Leave It – Take It  

Practice leave it/take it during the walk. Be prepared to do a walking course 

with high value objects placed throughout your path!  

Please bring your own extra high value item to class.   

Reminders   

• You should be having a constant dialogue with your dog while training. Your 

neighbors should think you are a crazy person that never stops talking to their 

dog. If you don’t feel like a fool, you’re not doing it right!   

• Calm persistence is the key.  

• Stop saying "NO" and start telling them exactly what you want them to do so 

you can say “YES"!  

If you don’t tell them when they are doing it right, how will they know?  

• Remember the 5:1 ratio.  



• Treating intermittently! (1:3 ratio)  

Your dog’s behavior should not contingent on your treat pouch. Your treat 

should be contingent on their behavior! You must start weening from food 

treats, or you will be tied to them forever.  

• If you are not 100% sure your dog understands the English word you are saying, 

stop repeating it over and over again! And remember, saying it louder or with 

your ugly voice certainly doesn’t make them understand your words any 

better.  

  

  

Happy Training!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Intermediate Obedience Homework Preparation for Week 4 

 

Here are the suggested homework exercises to work on for the next week. We 

only have two more classes left before graduation! The games we have 

prepared for graduation are super fun but challenging! The more everyone 

practices these exercises, the more fun and competitive the games will be! 

Recall 

Call your dog to you at random times, at different distances, and with mild 

distractions. Turn it into a fun game. Make sure coming to you does not mean 

that the fun is over. Don't be a drag or a nag! The ugly face and ugly voice will 

not work! Be sure you do NOT have food in your hand when you call your dog! 

When they get to you, try to hold their attention for 3 seconds BEFORE you 

reward them!  

5x every day 

Down Stay 

a) Walk a full circle around in both directions 

b) Walk a straight line in front of them (2ft, 4ft, 6ft, and so on) 

c) Add duration to both exercises (2 min, 4 min, 6 min, and so on) 

d) Add distractions like sitting on the floor, playing with a toy, jumping up and 

down, clapping your hands, etc.  

3x every day 

Practice weaning off the lure (body language) for the down and using the word 

only. Be patient, let your dog problem solve and resist saying the word over and 

over again! 

Leave It – Take It 

Try leave it and take it with very high valued objects. Try bully sticks, bones, 

rawhides, socks, favorite ball/toy, and/or fill a Kong. 

Bring a high value item for leave it practice this week!  

 

 

 



Loose Leash Walking  

You should be having a constant dialogue with your dog while training. Your 

neighbors should think you are a crazy person that never stops talking to their 

dog. If you don’t feel like a fool, you’re not doing right!  

Loose leash walking exercises: (See the Blueprint if you are unsure about any of 

these!) 

• Practice following! (We will attempt the walking course with no leash) 

• About turns 

• Red light/Green Light 

• 2 step-sit, 2 step-sit 

• Sitting for “free time” 

1x every day 

Attempt a leave it/take it during the walk. Be prepared to do a walking course 

with high value objects placed throughout your path!  

Place 

Begin to slowly build the distance that you stand away from your dog. Start by 

walking around the place holding the leash (loose!) about 3 feet away from 

him. As you walk around the place bed, make sure and reward him with lots of 

praise and treats for making the right choice to stay on his place. If you see him 

thinking about breaking, don’t say “uh-huh”! He hasn’t broken any rules by 

simply thinking about getting off. The only thing that is against the rules is a paw 

actually touching the floor. If you see him thinking about it, and you will, just 

quickly remind him what the job is: “place!” 

Give your dog the opportunity to make choices to reinforce the right ones. Be 

patient and allow him to problem solve!  

Reminders  

• Calm persistence is the key. 

• Stop saying "NO" and start telling them exactly what you want them to do 

so you can say “YES"! 

If you don’t tell them when they are doing it right, how will they know? 

•  Remember the 5:1 ratio. 

• Treating intermittently! (1:3 ratio) 



• Your dog’s behavior should not contingent on your treat pouch. Your 

treat should be contingent on their behavior! You must start weening from food 

treats, or you will be tied to them forever. 

• If you are not 100% sure your dog understands the English word you are 

saying, stop using it repeatedly! And remember, saying it louder or with your 

ugly voice certainly doesn’t make them understand your words any quicker! 

 

Have a great week!  

 

 

 

 


